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Abstract
Dollar is not only the legal tender of US economy but also used as the most dominated global transaction
currency. An expected better competition in international currency system rather than dollar monopoly can
ensure improved global welfare, is required to accelerate the globalization process. This paper is an
attempt to assess the possibility of introducing Asian common currency as the third international currency
after euro. At first, the study assessed amount of US inflation tax collected from outside USA using a newly
developed cross border money demand function. Secondly, it analyses the global financial crisis of 2008
along with global current account imbalances and the role of Asia behind its deepening. In line with the
findings of the crisis, it seems additional two or three widely recognized international currencies along with
similar number of vibrant reserve asset markets can improve the global welfare significantly and by which
globalization can be railed again on the right track. This study proposes that Asia or Asian advanced
economies can enjoy the favorable opportunity supported by recent reserve surplus trend based on the
Chiang Mai Initiatives and the long experiences of Asian Clearing Union or ACU trade clearing mechanism.
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I.

Introduction

It is widely recognized that the cross border financial activities are growing sharply that is supported
by augmented globalization process and mass covering of information technology especially internet.
Extended cross border human activities influences larger international financial transactions.
Considering these significant changes and recent global financial crisis in 2008, it is expected to
rethink about nature of global currency and definition of money demand function covering international
transaction demand. However, ongoing globalization process has been stumbled by the recent global
financial crisis in 2008. Though the first shock of the crisis turmoil the United States economy its
recurrent shocks continue through Greece, Ireland and Portugal. Many studies have taken place to
find out the causes of the crisis. Recently Cetorelli, N and Goldberg, L.G. (2010) identified that global
banks’ conservative approach in local and cross border lending in emerging countries played a
significant role to deepening the crisis during 2007-2009. The findings are more of a business
explanation of the crisis. Similarly subprime effect, booming derivative markets, insufficient banking
regulations are very common explanations from business point of view rather than economic policy
analysis. As the crisis transmitted into the global financial system, the problem should be reviewed
through global economic point of view. Dunaway, S. (2009) points a combined effect of global current
account imbalances among major developed economies and US favorable position as the primary
issuer of reserve asset since 2000 results global financial crisis in 2008. Earlier Corden, W. M (2007)
signaled especially USA about probable problem due to growing current account imbalances.

The next question is how USA along with other affected countries is overcoming the crisis. Printing
money against government papers is one of the major policy tools by which they paid their bailout
expenses especially USA. Inflation may be the ultimate result, however, Inflation tax or seigniorage
gain is the positive consequence of printing money. Inflation tax is an unseen cost for the people and
they cannot realize their loosing income easily. However, US Inflation tax is not only collected from
the American people but also from the global community (see model estimation) because of its
internationally acceptable character. In the same way dollar’s additional demand from international
transactions strengthen it against other currencies. Because of this favorable position, during crisis
and thereafter, US dollar has fallen but not at that level where it supposed to be. As dollar is a widely
established international currency, it is wise to review the financial crisis from global perspective too.
From global economic point of view, researchers have already identified that Asian surplus reserve
flows into US reserve asset market in non-terminating increasing trend made the crisis longer and

bigger. The Asian influences have evidently indicated by few unusual behavior of economic policy
tools for example, lower interest rates during US budget deficit 2000 to 2007. So it cannot be denied
that Asia was also responsible for the crisis. First, Asian countries continued to put their surplus
reserve into US deficit financing under less visionary policy. Second, Asia was not able to create any
platform in which they can invest their surplus reserve despite 1.35 trillion dollar external debt
demanded (38 percent of global figure) within Asia (World Bank, 2011; see table-1). Not only
development or debt demand, Asia has potential experiences and initiatives such as Asian Clearing
Union (ACU) of trade payment settlement mechanism and Chiang Mai Initiatives as a regional liquidity
support system among ASEAN+3 (3 are Japan, China and South Korea) countries. Eight ACU
member counties (mostly south Asian) also use Asian Monetary Unit (AMU) for their clearing. In 2009,
total trade transaction among the ACU member countries was $14.07 billion, in which 41.08 percent
was cleared by their ACU mechanism (ACU, 2010, p.142).
Therefore, main objectives of this paper is to•

Quantifying dollar’s gained extra demand from outside USA and how much global community
is paying inflation tax to US due to dollar monopoly in international currency system.

•

Reviewing traditional money and money demand function to develop a cross border money
demand function in line with the first objective.

•

Justifying the potentiality and possibility of emergence of third international currency to bring
much competitive environment among the international currencies.

II. Survey of Studies and Identifying Gap
Researchers explained the global financial crisis in 2008 by business point of view and also by the
eye of global economic policy movement. Global economic policy analysis points a combined effect of
global current account imbalances among major developed economies and US favorable position as
the primary issuer of reserve asset since 2000 (Dunaway, 2009). Using analytical approach it
suggests for better IMF surveillances. US deficit financing supported by issuing reserve asset cannot
last long without internal adjustment. Ultimately, it results into the crisis. Current account surpluses or
reserve surplus in China, Japan and Emerging Asia may be another reason. After Asian crisis,
emerging Asia contributed their surplus reserve by investing in the US market. Obstfeld and Rogoff
(2005) and Corden (2007) signal the probable problem due to growing current account imbalances
especially for USA. Signal fails to be recognized properly by the concerned counterparties. Regarding
Asian surpluses, Aizeman and Jinjarak (2009) estimats 1% increase in the lagged US import/GDP is

associated with a 0.3% current account surplus of countries running surpluses. Using time series data
from 1981-2006, it showed that US is the ‘demander of last resort’ of surpluses. Similarly, Schnabl
and Schobert (2009) use Middle-east and North African data shows that emerging market economies
are international liquidity provider and industrialized economies are the international liquidity absorber.
In relation with Emerging Asian reserve flow, Aizeman, J. and Glick, R (2009) estimates direct
opportunity cost of reserves associated with the marginal productivity of public capital or the cost of
external borrowing. However, dollar denominated external debt attributes limited financial
development in emerging countries (Caballero and Krisnamurthy, 2003). Similarly David (2010)
explains an asymmetry of a financial system where developing countries finance USA. The study also
identify the anti development characteristics of US-dollar based international monetary system. It
proposes Keynesian plan for an institutionalized rule-based international monetary system which can
avoid deflationary pressures for the world economy. In the early 1940s, J. M. Keynes proposed a kind of
an international clearing union that would operate on a multilateral basis but the United States opposed
the idea on the grounds that it rested on automatic credits and controlled trade. However, in mid-1950,
18 Western European countries joined in a multilateral clearing union known as the European Payments
Union (EPU). Similarly, 5 Asian countries formed Asian Clearing Union (ACU) to minimize hard currency
payment burden among them.
For better and sustainable global financial system, the performance of existing international financial
organizations like World Bank or IMF is not yet satisfactory. Jensen (2004) finds that countries, who
had signed in IMF agreements, attract 25% less FDI inflows than countries who had not signed. That
is why, time has come to review the structure of existing global financial system. Genberg, H. et al
(2005) shows that 7 East Asian countries held about 60% of international reserve in 2004. It had an
increasing trend thereafter. It proposes to establish an Asian Investment Corporation (AIC) and also
supports the Chiang Mai Initiatives as a regional liquidity support system.
Therefore, the gap in favor of Asian reserve asset market has gradually been narrowed down by the
recent proposal of an AIC and the Chiang Mai Initiatives as a regional liquidity support system.
However, no study has been taken place to assess the possibility of bridging the Asian surplus
reserve to large Asian development demand by forming at least one Asian reserve asset market. The
idea of proposed Asian reserve asset market may come in reality by the coordinated structuring of
existing Asian initiatives and experiences such as AIC for investment, ACU mechanism for trade
clearing among South Asian countries and Chiang Mai Initiatives for regional liquidity support among
South-East Asian countries.

III.

Limitations and Assumptions4

Typical hierarchy of regional economic integration: 1.free trade area, 2.customs union, 3. common
market, 4. economic union and 5.political union (Pataak A.V, et al, 2006) may not true equally for all
economic environment. For example, European Union has been able to introduce a common currency
euro in 1995 working since Treaty of Rome in 1958. On the other hand, ACU initially formed with 5
Asian central banks in 1974. In 2010 its member countries grew at 9, at the same time few potential
Asia and Pacific countries such as China and Australia tried for full membership. Though Asian
Monetary Unit (AMU) follows the dollar value, Asian countries are trying to be integrated through ACU
trade payment mechanism. Therefore,
Whether integration will bring common currency or common currency will bring integration?
The study findings are quite different from European integration and their euro concept.
This study has shown that Asian common currency will be the ultimate result of proposed
‘Asian reserve asset market’.
At least 50 percent of global trade and transactions are dollar denominated.
Economics may be looked at territorial and global economics rather than conventional division
of micro and macro economics. Economic activities and interactions among individuals, firms
and one state may be the broad areas of territorial economics and economic activities and
interactions among firms, multinational firms and all states of the world would be the major
areas of global economics.

IV.
A.

Stylized Fact 4

Fact of Dollar Value Gained from Rest of The World:

Mostly US dollar is used in global financial system. Dollar monopoly is also prevailing in the
international transactions across the globe as most of the transactions are pegged with dollar during
quoting or exchange rate determination. That’s why, US dollar gains extra demand from outside US.
Proposed Asian common currency along with existing euro can break the monopoly in near future.
The study contains analytical approach and a new model has been framed by rearranging common
variables to estimate the value of money. Assessment of introducing possible Asian common currency
may require extended analysis of related experiences and global economic trend.

The Model of Estimation:
Council Special Report
This study is an attempt to explore a new function of money as a representing unit of nominal GDP
in addition to the traditional functions such as store of value, unit of account and medium of exchange.
The new function can be made clear by emerging a cross border money demand function that would
be explained through sequential approaches of existing theories.
According to classical school of demand for money denotes the quantity of real money balance
people wish to hold (Mankiw, N. G., 2009).

- real income
- (constant) how much money people want to hold for every
dollar of income
So that,

[V= ]
– income velocity of money
According to Keynesian Economics, people demand money for transaction and investment purposes.

– speculative demand
- transaction demand

This paper has a good respect and belief on Keynesian money demand function. However, it argued
that a particular currency may have cross border demand in addition to its typical demand within
territory. The outside demand of a particular currency has an important role to its value or purchasing
power or price, in which interest rate is not so important. To explain cross border money demand
function as a part of total money demand function, only exchange rate is not enough.
The explanation of new function of money would be clarified with an example of a certain economy.
For example, Bangladesh actively participate in international trade and transactions through major
international currencies and also with its own convertible currency (Taka=Tk.). But most of its
international transactions are settled by foreign currencies such as dollar and euro. As a result, those
dollar/euro denominated economic activities are not represented by the local currency. So that, it’s net
international transactions gain ratio will be negative. Let the ratio is -8 percent or -0.08. Therefore,
Taka cannot represent the total economy or GDP and subsequently the lesser amount of the same of
-8 percent influences to raise the value of dollar or euro. The example can be denoted as Taka
represents

percent of GDP of Bangladesh Economy. Mathematically,

GDP
=
= 0.92

GDP
Y

It means local currency (Taka) is able to represent its GDP up to 92 percent and rest 8 percent is
represented by US dollar considering its international transaction in other international currency is
almost zero. For US dollar pegged countries’ 100 percent GDP will be represented by US dollar.
Conversely, for USA, it would be

Negative

GDP, where

. We can define as:

is denoted by that part of economy originated by own economic activities but transactions

are made through other than own currency (example, Bangladesh economy). Conversely,
Positive

is denoted by a certain size of economy originated by other than own economic activities

but transactions are made through own currency (example, US economy).

Therefore, adding all countries international transaction co-efficient will be

=T is the global

transactions value. Where, T=$34.1592 trillion in 2009. [source: IMF Financial Statistics (IFS), 2011 ]

– global import=$12.4914 trillion
- global export=$12.3529 trillion
- global net service payment (remittance and current
account balances=$0.3224 trillion

- global debt or loan transactions=$3.5451 trillion
- global reserve =$5.4474 trillion
Therefore, the new function of money demand only for estimating cross border demand may be
defined as:

– international transactions lost or gained by the own currency
– Monetization process by which prevailing inflation rate
does not rise.

–Price level.
–money supply.
[This equation is similar to the Fisher’s Equation but not same and it has derived in a different way. Its
interpretation is also different.]
According to the new equation, if price level rises, money value

falls.

or,

It means an inverse relationship

[Assuming constant is a unit]

[Here,

value of the currency]

[

]

may change by printing money, credit growth and or buy back treasury.
Therefore, value gained from the own economy

And value gained from outside the economy

– US nominal GDP
–US money supply.
–net ratio of US Dollar transactions surplus or deficit.

=16.1013 0.015937671=0.2566 or 25.66%
Here, change is considered since global crisis in 2007 to 2009. It means US dollar gained 25.66
percent extra values from the global community or outside US economy during the same period.
However, to estimate inflation tax or seigniorage tax only currency circulation (

) by printing is

required to consider. So that, Seigniorage tax collected from outside the economy

=16.1013 0.0158750695=0.0186574 trillion =18.6574 billion.

Here, change is considered since global crisis to 2009. It means global community paid US dollar

18.6574 billion tax to US during 2007 - 2009. The estimation result is about 50 percent higher than the
Feige (2009) estimation in which estimation was up to 2008. Though, this model could estimate
similar result close to other studies, it requires to be tested further for best fit.

* [US transaction deficit in 2009 was about 0.977 trillion. During same year US nominal GDP was 12.88 trillion.
Therefore, net international transaction was -0.076. However, USA currency enjoyed about 50% (assumed based
on London FX market transactions and the dollar share in SDR) of the total global transactions or 17.0796 trillion
that was 132.61% of US nominal GDP. So,

B.

= 1.2501 and

= 2.2501]

Fact of Experiences and Opportunities:

The post great depression regime has long experienced with many fundamental changes in economic
theory and policy. Even economists were divided into classical and neo-classical school. In
connection with recent financial crisis, basic money function and related issues are required to be
reviewed. One of the basic arguments is the dollar value empowered by transactions demanded
outside of USA. In addition, US dollar enjoys almost a monopoly advantage in international currency
system. Feige (2009) estimates that USA collected dollar 6 to 7 billion every year from outside as a
form of inflation tax or seigniorage tax over the past two decades. It is also assumed that US reserve
asset market attract most of the surplus reserves especially from Asia. So, dollar dominating
international transactions with New York based reserve asset market in the world plays two important
roles. Firstly, recognition of the problem was delayed and secondly, it favored USA to minimize the
adverse effect of financial crisis which could have been much worse than the actual.

Indeed, the economic analysis of global financial crisis indicates that addition of two or three widely
recognized international currencies along with similar number of vibrant reserve asset markets can
improve the global welfare significantly and by which globalization can be railed again on the right
direction. This study proposes that emerging Asia or even Asia as a whole can enjoy the favorable
opportunity (See Chart-1, graph-1& 2) to form an Asian reserve asset market which may extend its
ability to come under Asian common currency at least among the developed or rich Asian countries.
In addition, an Asian Monetary Unit (AMU) system is already functioning as Asian Clearing Union
(ACU) which can be extended for most of the Asian countries. ACU system is still minimizing the
dollar dependency or dependency on other hard currencies among 8 member countries trade
settlement.

Source: Compilation based on IMF Financial Statistics (IFS), 2011.

Source: Compilation based on IMF Financial Statistics (IFS), 2011.

Source: Compilation based on IMF Financial Statistics (IFS), 2011.

In fact, Asia has a potential to take initiatives to start a new international currency based on successful
formation of an Asian reserve asset market which may not be the regional integration like Euro gone.
Asia has minimum experiences and initiatives such as Asian Monetary Unit (AMU) used in South
Asian trade clearing and the Chiang Mai Initiatives for regional liquidity support in South East Asia can
help to come into the proposed platform of Asian reserve asset market. However, the idea is different
from existing Asian Development Bank (ADB) structure where 44 percent ownership is held by nonAsian member. USA is the highest 15.6 percent share holder jointly with Japan. Undoubtedly, role of
non-Asian member during initial stage of ADB was highly appreciable. Later, it is assumed that US
desire has been reflected in ADB’s activity in depriving Vietnam’s loan proposals.
Therefore, it is common Asian desire to form a new platform based on pure Asian initiatives enlighten
with Asian idea and experiences by which global community can expect third international currency,
the Asian common currency. The outcomes of the study may ensure greater Asian economic welfare
as well as global economic welfare through better competition in international currency system which
has not studied yet rigorously.

V. Benefits 4
A.

Benefits for Asia:

The study likes to see the proposed Asian common currency as an ultimate result of forming an Asian
reserve asset market. It is not supposed to say that it would be a long term result of the market, as
ACU member countries are still enjoying benefits somewhat by using their AMU. Therefore, it may
comment that in long run, it can achieve its consistent position with a physical form of paper currency.
If Asia can at least establish an Asian reserve asset market, many Asian developing countries can
borrow from that market rather than World Bank or other non-Asian international financial institutions.
Consequently, Asian surplus reserve may get good return against those government guaranteed
development lending. In addition, after financial crisis in 2008, time has come to rethink whether USA
will be able to keep its characteristic as a safe haven of international reserve asset or not?
The benefit may be enjoyed by implementing the ideas in several clusters. Especially, Middle East
counties held lower variation in their socio-economic culture, therefore, they can think separately.
Even Asian tigers or ASEAN countries may think in this way. Each of the initiatives can slowly but
surely enhance trade, investment and welfare through a synergy effect within Asia.

B.

Global Benefits:

Reducing dollar monopoly can ensure better welfare for the global community. Possible better
competition in global trade and transactions system may expedite the ongoing globalization process.
Ultimately, competition other than dollar monopoly will create a situation, in which global community
can think about further development such as global currency. Therefore, such type of initiatives are
badly needed for both Asian and greater global interest.

VI.

Conclusion

Global community does not have any effective global currency yet. US dollar is enjoying the global
currency status though their domestic bill. Consequently, US dollar enjoys extra demand from the
global transactions. However, recent global economic trend and the findings of the last global crisis
indicate that introducing third international currency after euro may ensure a better competitive
environment in international currency system. Asia is in the most favorable situation to avail the
opportunity to effort for Asian common currency. Forming an Asian reserve asset market for bridging
Asian debt demand and other potential debt demand with Asian surplus money may expedite the way
of Asian common currency. The journey for common currency may be started based on existing Asian
experiences of Chiang Mai Initiatives for liquidity cooperation and Asian Clearing Union for trade
clearing. 4
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